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ABSTRACT

Since 1983, the Oregon legislature and the Land Conservation

and Development Commission have been attempting to develop a

process whereby secondary resource lands can be identified and

designated. The most recent attempt at developing a secondary

lands model was completed in 1990 and was tested in six Oregon

Counties. Planners in Jackson County Oregon, one of the test

counties, concluded that this model was very difficult to apply

and its results unsatisfactory. Many other planners and

researchers who participated in other test counties reached

similar conclusions. As an alternative, an older secondary lands

model developed in 1988 was tested against the 1990 model in

Jackson County. The 1988 model proved much easier to apply and

its results were found to be superior to the 1990 model.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the enactment of Oregon's state wide planning laws in

1973, serious problems have arisen over protection of forest and

agriculture lands. Statewide Land Use Goals 3 (agriculture

lands) and 4 (forest lands) include broad definitions of resource

lands which encompass nearly all rural areas not dedicated to

previous residential or urban uses (LCDC, 1985). Counties are

required to protect these areas with zoning ordinances; the uses

allowed are highly regulated by statutes, rules and court

decisions (Pease, 1982). Much statewide debate regarding the use

of statewide planning revolves around Goals 3 and 4. Private

landowners claim that marginal resource land is receiving far too

much protection, while other groups contend that Oregon's

resource lands are receiving too little protection.

Since 1983, the Oregon Legislature and Oregon's Land

Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) have been

attempting to develop a set of procedures, commonly known as

secondary lands models, to allow counties to rezone marginally

productive forest and agricultural lands. Once rezoned as

secondary, these lands would be allowed to develop to a higher

density than was possible under a forest or exclusive farm use

(EFU) zone designation.

The 1983 Legislature passed the Marginal Lands Bill 237.

This act allows counties to designate land as "marginal" based on

specified criteria which include soil ratings, farm income, and

parcelization. At about the same time, Oregon State University

researchers modified the US Soil Conservation Service Land

Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) model and adapted it to
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Oregon's planning system (Holoch, 1984). The LESA model could be

used to evaluate farm lands for planning or permit review

purposes. However, for different reasons, neither of these

models gained widespread acceptance with county or state planners

and have had limited use (McCallister, 1987) *

A second attempt to identify secondary lands was started in

1985. The legislature directed LCDC to develop a practical

procedure whereby secondary lands could be identified,

designated, and managed. LCDC's administrative staff, the

Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD),

developed a model in December 1986 which was tested in seven

Oregon Counties. After the DLCD model proved to be extremely

difficult to apply, Oregon State University researchers, under

contract from the LCDC and working closely with the Association

of Oregon County Planning Directors, developed an alternative

model. This model uses the criteria of soils quality,

parcelization, and conflicts to designate secondary lands, and

will be referred to as the 1988 model for the remainder of this

paper. Both these models failed to satisfy state and local

planners due to the perception that they were too complex.

As the LCDC continued to fail in its efforts to find an

adequate procedure to designate secondary lands, the public

continued to lose patience with Oregon's planning program. The

1989 Legislature responded to this pressure by allocating 242,000

dollars to the LCDC for the purpose of testing a

primary/secondary lands model. This prompted the DLCD to develop

a new model which will be referred to in this paper as the 1990

model. This most current model is actually composed of three
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mini-models and has proven to be very complex. The 1990 model

was tested in six Oregon Counties. The author of this paper was

part of a research team from Oregon State University which

applied this model in Jackson County Oregon.

This paper will examine the differences between the 1988

model and the current 1990 model. The paper begins by discussing

the data requirements, testing methodology, and test sites used

for both models. A conceptual comparison will be presented,

followed by the test results. The paper will conclude with a

discussion of each models strengths and weaknesses, along with a

set of recommendations to Jackson County and the LCDC.

OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of this paper is to compare the 1988

secondary lands model with the 1990 model in five test areas in

Jackson County. A comparison of the two modelst conceptual

frameworks, applications, and results will identify the strengths

and weakness of each model.

Once the comparison is complete, it is the objective of this

paper to give a candid evaluation of each model, highlighting the

problems and results of their applications. The final objective

of this paper is to make recommendations as to the changes

required in each model to improve its procedures and

designations.
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METHODOLOGY AND DATA

The data collection requirements for both models are

sizeable and quite time consuming. Types of data required for

the 1990 model include soils, landforins, contiguous tax lot

ownerships, acreages of tracts, crop production information, and

residential dwelling units. The 1988 model requires soils,

contiguous tax lot ownerships, acreages of tracts, and

residential dwelling units.

Initial base maps for each test site were supplied by the

county and consisted of county zoning maps at a scale of 1 inch =

800 feet. Each base map was then digitized using the AUTOCADD

computer mapping program. Both the 1990 and 1988 models require

tax lots in contiguous ownership to be treated as one parcel;

these are referred to as "tracts" in both models. Printouts of

tax lot numbers, ownerships, and acreages were obtained from the

county assessor's office; by using the digitized base maps and

printouts, contiguous ownerships were identified and marked with

"fishhooks" on each base map.

Soils data were also digitized from base maps provided by

the county. The Jackson County Cartographer had previously

transferred the county soils information onto county zoning maps.

This proved to be an immense time saver because both the tax lot

base maps and soil maps were at the same scale; other counties

may not have this convenience. Each soil type was then rated

according to the specific criteria of each model. The 1990 model

required each soil to be rated as productive or less productive

for cropland, forest land, and grazing land. The soil ratings

for the 1990 model were completed by local soil scientists and
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these ratings are found in Appendix A. Like the 1990 model, the

soil ratings for the 1988 model are evaluated independently for

rangeland, cropland, and forest land; however, following this

procedure, the ratings for each soil grouping are combined and

the soil group receives the highest rank of any of the individual

land use types. For example, Cove Clay, a clayey soil located on

0-3% slopes on southwestern Oregon floodplains, has a

productivity rating of medium for cropland, low for forest land,

and high for rangeland; therefore its final rating is high. The

soil ratings for the 1988 model were developed using criteria

prepared by Dr. Herb Huddleston of Oregon State University and

Jerry Latshaw, USDA Soil Conservation Service. These ratings are

found in Appendix B. Using the TERRASOFT GIS program, the

digitized soil maps and soil ratings were processed and soil maps

were plotted.

Data regarding dwelling units were obtained from computer

printouts supplied by the county. Jackson County was unable to

provide information on which tax lots possessed dwellings units

and which did not, except for mobile homes which were coded.

Therefore it was assumed that any tax lot not including a mobile

home which had a tax assessment exceeding $12,000 for

improvements contained a dwelling. The testing of each modelts

criteria was completed using the computer generated tax lot and

soils maps.

TEST SITE CHARACTERISTICS

The five areas tested in this project are shown in Figure 1.

The test areas, which were identified by county officials, were
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chosen because they represent a cross section of the land use

patterns, agricultural practices and current development patterns

within the county; additionally, all five areas are receiving

considerable pressure for development in this rapidly growing

county. Note: the following site descriptions use the 1988 soil

ratings.

Study Area 1: (Valley View Area) - This area is located

northwest of Ashland, with the majority of the site located north

of 1-5; although a small strip of land is south of 1-5. The

Valley View area contains 7250 total acres and is characterized

by foothills in the north and irrigated terraces and gentle

slopes in the southern areas. The southwestern and central parts

of this area are dominated by an extensive road network, composed

primarily of 5-10 acre residential lots. Most of this area is

zoned Exclusive Farm Use (EFU) with a few rural residential or

commercial zones intermixed. The northern and eastern portions

of this area are composed of larger tracts, zoned EFU, which are

used as seasonal grazing operations. Although over half of this

area is irrigated, the dominant land use is hobby farming on

small parcels. Soils in Area 1 are primarily rated as medium or

low, although small areas of high soils do exist in the

bottomland areas.

Study Area 2: (Sam's Valley Area) - This area, located

north of 1-5 and west of White City, is composed chiefly of

terraces and foothills, with some forested mountain formations in

the northwestern corner. Soils in this area are dominated by

medium and low ratings, although substantial areas of high

quality soil exists in the forested mountains and bottomlands in



the south-central part of the area. The nearly 25,000 acres of

this area contain a mix of land uses and zoning patterns. The

majority of the area is zoned EFU, although a significant region

of Forest Resource (FR) occurs in the federal and timber company

owned areas of the northwestern corner. Areas with a zoning of

Woodland Resource (WR) and Open Space Reserve (OSR) are found in

the transition from EFU to Forestry. Approximately half of the

Sam's Valley area consists of aggregated groups of individually

owned 10-20 acre tracts intermixed with rural residential zones.

This study area is very dry with little irrigation, and the

principal land use is rural residential home and mobile home

sites. The county feels that the remaining agricultural

operations have been threatened by current development. County

Planners note, "Development of this dry plateau into ten- and

twenty-acre parcels and lots outside the zone around Medford has

significantly interrupted the remaining farm use of the area"

(Jackson County, 1990).

Study Area 3: (Dead Indian Road Area) - The Dead Indian Road

area, located northeast of Ashland, is dominated by dryland

grazing and range in its western half and forest cover in its

eastern half. This corresponds to county EFU zoning on the

western half and Forest Resource (FR) zoning on the eastern half.

The nearly 24,000 acres of the Dead Indian area consist of very

large tracts owned by timber companies and ranchers; there are

however, significant regions along the stream valley and Dead

Indian Road which are composed of 20 to 80 acre tracts. The

county has indicated that these road-side areas have received

considerable development pressure in the last several years
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(Jackson County, 1990). This study area is composed mostly of

high and medium rated soils in its eastern half and a scattered

mix of all soil types in the western half. The Dead Indian Road

area has no irrigation.

Study Area 4: (Central Point-Jacksonville Area) - This

11,120 acre study area is comprised of a mix of irrigated

orchards and high value truck crops on terraces and bottomlands

and rural residential uses, hobby farms, and low density grazing

and forestry uses in the foothill regions. Area 4 is principally

underlain with prime agricultural soils; however, the western

portions of this area, composed principally of foothills, has a

mix of forest soils with ratings of high and medium. This area

is predominantly zoned EFU and nearly the entire site is served

by irrigation. Approximately one-third of the Central Point-

Jacksonville test area consists of rural residential or

commercial zones. The entire test area has a well developed road

network and most of the tracts near rural residential zones are

small (5-10) acre tracts.

Study Area 5: (West Phoenix-Talent Area) - This area,

bordering the west and south sides of Phoenix and west of Talent

comprises nearly 14,000 acres. Land use here is mostly irrigated

orchards, grain, and alfalfa on the bottomlands, with some

forestry and grazing uses in the foothills. The bottomland areas

of this site consist almost entirely of highly productive soils

and the terrace and foothill regions are composed of a mix of

high and medium rated soils. Study area 5 has considerable

development of 5-10 acre hobby farms.
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CONCEPTUAL COMPARISONS

Nearly all researchers dealing with the primary/secondary

lands issue agree that secondary lands should be designated using

criteria which include soil productivity, a pattern of

parcelization and development which precludes commercial

operations, and possible conflicts between secondary and primary

uses. However, this is where agreement stops, and debates over

the conceptual approaches of designating primary vs. secondary

are extremely varied. The two models analyzed in this paper are

good examples of the variety of methods which can be constructed.

1990 Model

The 1990 model is actually composed of three separate mini-

models, one for cropland, one for forest land, and one for

grazing land; each mini-model in turn is composed of several

steps. After each mini-model is completed independently, the

three are combined to identify potential secondary lands. The

1990 model is attached in Appendix C.

Cropland test (mini-model) - The cropland test, located in

Appendix C.1., is composed of six steps which are networked

together to interact with one another in order to identify

secondary lands. The basic conceptual idea behind the cropland

test is the use of an "indicator crop" to identify a critical

mass of primary land which has commercial production value. The

concept of using indicator crops works in the following manner.

countys are composed of a mosaic of different cropland and

farming practices, and these practices are situated on various

landforms where each individual agricultural practice is most

productive. Therefore a county selects an "indicator crop" which



represents the most productive farming practice on each

respective landforin. Using this indicator crop, technicians can

then calculate the number of acres required to produce $10,000 of

gross income. Ten thousand dollars is used because the U.S.

Census of Agriculture uses this figure in its published tables

and it has been interpreted by some census users as the division

between commercial farming operations and hobby farms. Once the

appropriate indicator crops have been identified, it can be

determined whether a tract contains enough productive soil to

earn $10,000 dollars. If not, the "critical mass" for commercial

production fails and the tract can be designated as secondary.

Groups of tracts satisfying the $10,000 test are then

aggregated together into a contiguous cluster of tracts to

determine if 40,000 dollars could be grossed in the cluster; if

so, the cluster retains its primary resource designation. The

figure of $40,000 has been suggested by USDA in certain

publications as a minimum threshold for a commercial farm which

can provide primary family employment. Tracts composed of all

less productive soils and tracts incapable of producing $10,000

and $40,000 dollars will then be designated secondary if they

compose a large enough block.

Conceptually the idea of using an indicator crop to identify

a critical mass of primary lands is very sound. The procedure

recognizes that different agricultural operations are located on

different landforms and these operations vary from county to

county. Additionally, this procedure recognizes that productive

soils are required for commercial operations. Although

conceptually sound, the application of the cropland test is very
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difficult and the results of the model are very questionable.

The problems found in this test will be discussed in detail in

the Discussion section of this paper.

Forest Test The forest test uses criteria relating to

soil ratings, tract size, block size (groups of tracts), and

potential conflicts with surrounding uses. The basic conceptual

ideas of this test recognize that primary forest land should be

composed of productive soils, lack conflicts with surrounding

uses, and have a large enough block size for commercial resource

production. Conversely, secondary land will be those tracts

which are composed of less productive soils, have conflicts with

surrounding land uses, and/or compose an area to small for

commercial production. The forest test can be found in Appendix

C. 2.

Like the cropland test, the forest test is also conceptually

sound in its framework. Commercial forestry land is clearly

composed of productive soils in large acreages. Additionally,

the recognition that commercial forestry practices can conflict

with, or be impacted by, surrounding land uses is an important

criterion to include, one that the cropland test did not.

However, the forestry test also has several problems in its

application, which will be discussed in the Discussion section of

this paper.

Grazing Test The grazing test, located in Appendix C.3, is

a very simple test which is theoretically similar to other tests

in the model. Using the productive/less productive soil ratings,

the model only requires that similar soils be grouped together to

form large polygons of productive and less productive soils. If
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the resulting less productive soil polygons are 320 acres or

larger, the area is potential secondary. If the block is below

320 acres, it will not be designated secondary. Conversely,

large areas of productive soil will remain primary while blocks

less than 320 acres are potentially secondary.

The grazing test, as will be discussed in a later section,

was very problematic and resulted in very little land being

designated as secondary for several of the test areas.

General Criteria - Following the completion of the three

mini-models, the results of each are overlaid, and any area

identified as secondary in any of the three mini-models, but not

primary in any of the three, is potential secondary.

The 1990 model also has requirements that all potential

secondary land satisfy the "buildable and serviceable test".

This test requires that all potential secondary land has the

ability to be serviced with septic systems, water, roads,

electricity, etc.; additionally, potential secondary lands should

be buildable, i.e. not restricted by geologic hazards, located in

extreme wildfire areas, on steep slopes, or in flood prone areas.

Furthermore, the buildable and serviceable test takes into

account the idea that secondary lands may create conflicts with

existing Goal 5 resources, i.e. big game habitat, natural areas,

aggregate sites, and other similar resources and steps should be

taken to mitigate and resolve these conflicts. The buildable and

serviceable test is conceptually wise and makes good sense from a

county planning standpoint.

The 1990 model also requires that potential secondary lands

"block" up to 320 acres in order to be designated as secondary.
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There is, however, a procedure under "optional factors", by which

blocks between 160-320 acres could be secondary if the county

submits findings to the LCDC justifying the designation as

secondary.

1988 Model

The 1988 model is much simpler than the 1990 model in its

application procedures. The 1988 model does not separate a

cropland test, a forest land test, and a grazing test; rather all

these land uses are evaluated using a single model. Instead of

having three mini-models with as many as six steps each, the 1988

model has combined these land uses and created a model with only

five to six steps in the entire process. The 1988 model can be

found in Appendix D. A fundamental concept in the 1988 model

dictates that if soil characteristics result in a very productive

site, i.e. high quality cropland, forest land, or rangeland, then

that site is not secondary. This concept allows the 1988 model

to avoid using the three mini-models that are used in the 1990

model. As explained previously, the soil ratings for the 1988

model are evaluated independently for rangeland, cropland, and

forest land and then combined into a single soils rating.

Conceptually the 1988 model has four basic procedures:

first, identify individual secondary tracts; second, conduct a

past commercial use test to identify if any of the designated

secondary tracts are part of a commercial farm; thirdly, group

the secondary tracts and apply a block test ; and lastly, apply a

special cases test to identify unusual sites and designate them

either primary or secondary with written documentation.
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Identification of individual secondary tracts - The first

step of this process requires the county to determine how far

from a public use road or an urban growth boundary secondary

lands will be allowed. This is strictly a county decision and

will vary from county to county. This step is very similar to

the buildable and serviceable test of the 1990 model in that it

recognizes that areas far from services are costly to provide

services to, are often located in sensitive environmental areas,

and are difficult for county planners to deal with. For example,

the Jackson County Advisory Committee recommended a one mile

corridor from a public road. However, in order to remain

consistent with the 1990 model I did not apply this corridor to

the 1988 model.

Once the above criterion is determined, one of the following

conditions must be met for a tract to be identified as secondary:

tract size test, soil quality test, or conflict test. The tract

size test recognizes that areas composed of very small parcels

will not contribute significantly to commercial operations. The

size of tract to be used in this step can vary; the 1988 model

used 20 acres as the minimum tract size. This figure was based

on the typical (median) field size for farms in the 1988 test

areas (Pease, 1988). However, if special conditions existed in a

county, this size could be altered to recognize the field size of

that county or different parts of a county. The size test is

conceptually similar to the indicator crop idea of the 1990

model. Both systems are attempting to identify the smallest

acreage which can be used for commercial purposes. However,

while the 1988 model's size test criterion could be applied by

14



simply sorting tracts on a base map, the 1990 model requires

significant effort to identify landforms, appropriate indicator

crops, and the critical mass required to gross $10,000.

The second step in the identification of individual

secondary tracts is to classify all tracts which fail the soils

criteria. These criteria are based on the productivity of the

soil within the tract. Therefore if a tract is composed of all

less productive soils then clearly it is not of prime importance

to the state and is probably not significantly contributing to

the agricultural economy of the region. This step is used as a

major identifier of secondary land for both the 1990 and the 1988

models.

The third step is a density and parcelization test. This

test is similar to the 1990 conflict test and its purpose is to

recognize that primary land surrounded by non-compatible land

uses will usually preclude a commercial operation from operating

effectively. The 1988 model applies this test to all tracts

within a test area while the 1990 model applies its conflict test

to only forest uses. Conceptually this seems to be an error in

the 1990 model. Complaints and legal actions against farm

operations are a very common occurrence and areas which contain a

high degree of parcelization and residential uses may well

preclude the area from certain types of agricultural operations.

Past Commercial Use Test - This test requires that a local

review team consisting of regional experts in farming, ranching,

and forestry review the secondary land designations. This team

could consist of professional personnel from the Soil

Conservation Service (SCS), Agricultural Stabilization and
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Conservation Service (ASCS), and Extension Service, as well as

local farmers, ranchers and foresters. This step is an excellent

procedure in the designation process; it recognizes that tracts

are often rented from adjacent land owners and that designation

of a tract for secondary which is being used as part of a larger

commercial operation would be inappropriate. This local review

team will recognize these situations and the appropriate changes

could be made. The 1990 model has no provisions for any such

procedure.

Block Test - Following the past use test, the third

procedure in the 1988 model is to cluster the secondary tracts

into groups for a block test. This is an important step that was

included in both the 1990 and the 1988 models. If secondary land

was allowed to be designated on a tract-by-tract basis,

fragmentation of the land base could quickly occur and conflicts

with primary uses would surely result. The 1988 model does have

provisions which allow the block size to be adjusted depending on

local conditions. The 1990 model, however, uses only the 320

acre block size unless findings are submitted.

Special Cases - This step supersedes all other steps and is

completed when the testing in finished. By using the special

cases, counties may submit findings to LCDC to support a tract

designation as secondary although the model designated the tract

as primary. The 1988 model states "Such tracts may include, but

are riot limited to, the following conditions:

1. the tracts(s) form(s) an island (of <160 acres of
farmland or < 500 acres of forest/mixed land) in a
secondary block, or an exception area

(OR)
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2. the tract(s) is/are a peninsula (<160 acres of
farmland or < 500 acres of forest/mixed land) bordered
on 3 sides or 75% of its boundary by secondary lands or
exception areas" (Pease, 1988).

Using a special cases test in the process of identifying

secondary lands will allow local jurisdictions some freedom in

designating secondary lands. It is unreasonable to assume that a

model can cover all situations and special cases. The above

excerpt is an excellent example of conditions which should

warrant the use of special case criteria; small islands and

peninsulas will probably not be prime commercial operations and

therefore should be considered for a secondary designation. The

1990 model also has a similar provision under the "optional

factors test."

Although not part of the testing procedure, the 1988 model

does have a provision which will prevent future land use

conflicts as the secondary zones are developed. The model

recommends that counties adopt buffering standards along the

boundaries between primary and secondary areas. These standards

could restrict the number of dwelling units within a l\4 mile of

a primary area and restrict the parcelization of tracts on the

perimeter of a primary area. This buffer will prevent a

"creeping" effect of secondary uses into primary tracts.

Conceptually the 1988 model is sound, and although some

adjustments should be made, the model avoided many of the

application problems found in the 1990 model.
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TEST RESULTS

Study Area 1. To reiterate, this area, except for the small

rural residential and commercial zones, is entirely composed of

EFU designated land. The primary land uses are grazing, small

orchards, rural residential home sites, and hobby farming.

The application of the 1990 model resulted in one block,

consisting of 420 acres, being designated as potential secondary.

The individual mini-models resulted in much more land designated

secondary, with the cropland test resulting in 875 acres and the

forestry test in 3085 acres; however, the grazing test designated

no secondary land. The net result was only 420 acres when the

three tests were combined. The forestry test seemed to be the

only test which represented the true character of the land.

Table 1 shows the results of the 1990 test in area 1.

As shown in Table 2, the 1988 model netted drastically

different results. Of the area's 7280 acres, 4575 acres or

nearly 65% was designated potential secondary. The criterion

which was responsible for designating most of the tracts as

secondary was the soils quality test, which defaulted 2055 acres

to secondary status. Initially the model designated two very

large contiguous ownerships as primary due to small patches of

productive soils. These two tracts encompass 1620 acres, are

covered with seasonal grasses and scrub oaks, and are located on

rather steep mountainous slopes. Under the past use test, the

local committee acknowledged that these areas are secondary in

nature and are not serving as part of a commercial operation.

Therefore both of these tracts were designated potential

secondary. However, much of these two tracts may return again to



a primary status if the county implements a minimum distance from

a public road requirement for secondary lands.

Study Area 2. The Sam's Valley area, is composed of mostly

unirrigated terraces and foothills with some mountain slopes and

is 24,290 acres in size. The 1990 model produced 3620 acres of

secondary land in the block size over 320 acres. Table 3 shows

that an additional 825 acres was identified as potential

secondary under the "optional factors test" which is used for

blocks between 160-320 acres. The majority of land designated

potential secondary is located in the eastern section of the

study area in a region composed of large tracts and poor soils.

The large regions of highly parcelized land of 10 acre tracts

were designated primary, mostly from the agricultural and grazing

tests.

As shown in Table 4, 10,625 acres of potential secondary

land was designated using the 1988 model. Of this acreage, 5,715

acres were secondary from the tract size test and 4,270 acres

secondary by way of the soil quality test. The 1988 model did

designate all the areas composed of small tracts as potential

secondary while retaining large regions of primary land in the

forested area in the northwest corner and in the bottomlands in

the center of the test area. Area 2 is bounded on the east side

by the Rogue River, and the 1990 model designated several large

tracts adjacent to the river as potential secondary; however, the

1988 model designated these as primary. During the past use test

review by the local committee, it was pointed out that the 1988

model correctly identified these as primary and that these tracts

are part of a commercial farm.
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Study Area 3. As a review, the land use practices in area 3

consist primarily of dryland grazing with a few ranch related

residences, a scattering of non-ranch related dwellings in the

western half, and timber production in the eastern half. The

majority of this area consists of large parcels over 80 acres.

The 1990 model resulted in no acreage being rated as

secondary in the block size of 320; however, the optional factors

block size of 160-320 acres did identify 1,100 acres of potential

secondary lands. All of the areas rated as possible secondary

are located in the western !grazingl half of the region. As can

be seen in Table 5, substantial acreages were designated as

potential secondary during the cropland and forestry tests but

the final potential secondary acreage was greatly reduced. This

was due to the influence of the grazing test which rated nearly

the entire Dead Indian Road area as primary grazing land.

Table 6 shows that 3,385 acres were designated potential

secondary under the 1988 model. This corresponds to 15% of the

total test area. As explained previously, study area 3 is

predominantly subdivided into very large ownership tracts and

owned by timber companies and ranching operations. However,

there are some areas along Dead Indian Road which are subdivided

into smaller tracts of less than forty acres, and it is these

areas which were assigned a potential secondary status.

Study area 3 is a prime area for the county to implement a

standard which restricts the maximum distance from a public road

that secondary lands will be allowed. Nearly this entire area is

classified as big-game winter range by the State Fish and Game

Department and much of it is composed of very steep topography
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which is unstable and poses an extreme fire hazard.

Study Area 4. The Central Point-Jacksonville area contains

11,120 acres and is primarily comprised of high value crops and

residential uses. Area 4 is underlain with the highest quality

soils in the county.

Like Study Area 3, the Central Point-Jacksonville area had

no areas qualifying as potential secondary which blocked up to

the required 320 acres. Table 7 shows that 880 acres did qualify

as secondary using a block size of 160-320 acres. The major

areas designated secondary were highly parcelized regions

adjacent to existing exception areas east of Jacksonville and

south of Central Point. Because this area is composed mostly of

prime soils, very little qualified as potential secondary using

the 1990 model.

The 1988 model resulted in 1,450 acres being designated as

potential secondary. Most of the tracts meeting this

qualification did so due to parcelization. The 1988 model

defaulted the same areas to potential secondary as did the 1990

model, but it included several other tracts which were positioned

adjacent to rural residential zones. Table 8 shows that 13% of

this study area was designated as potential secondary under the

1988 model.

The past use test resulted in 1,535 acres being returned to

primary status; however, a good deal of this acreage was

contained in two large tracts. One tract, which is actually

composed of two tracts equalling 220 acres, is adjacent to the

Jacksonville UGB and was designated as potential secondary due to

medium and low rated soils. This tract however, contains a very
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large orchard which is actively managed. The 1990 model also

rated this parcel as potential secondary, but there is no past

use test provision to recover such errors in the 1990 model. The

problem in both cases is with the soil ratings. The second large

tract which was redesignated by the past use committee was a 507

acre tract also underlain with medium soils. This tract was

recently cultivated and planted in christmas trees.

The fact that little land in this area was designated as

secondary is logical due to the fact that the majority of the

area is irrigated prime agricultural land.

Study Area 5. To review, the Phoenix-Talent area covers

13,760 acres and largely consists of irrigated orchards, hobby

farms, grain and alfalfa on the valley floor, with some grazing

and forestry uses in the surrounding foothills. The Phoenix-

Talent study area largely consists of high to medium rated soils;

near the cities of Phoenix and Talent the land base is extremely

parcelized.

The 1990 testing process identified 1,040 acres of potential

secondary land under the block size class 160-320 acres.

Although much of this area consists of tracts in the 2-10 acre

size range, the 1990 model designated most of these highly

fragmented areas as primary. The possible potential secondary

areas under the 1990 model were largely areas composed of less

productive soils away from the urbanized areas. The results of

the 1990 model can be found in Table 9.

As seen in Table 10, the 1988 model produced 3,170 acres of

potential secondary lands in study area 5. The areas designated

potential secondary under this model are a large area along
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Pioneer and Dark Hollow Roads and regions adjacent to rural

residential zones. These areas are highly fragmented, contain

several smaller rural residential zones and are largely underlain

with medium rated soils. The 1988 model did recognize the

parcelized areas and appropriately designated them as potential

secondary.

UNION COUNTY

The 1988 model was originally tested in Linn, Lane and Union

Counties. Union and Lane Counties were again selected as test

sites by the LCDC for the 1990 model. I completed a comparison

between the 1988 and 1990 models for Union County and test

results can be found in Table 11. Due to the grazing test of the

1990 model, which removed nearly all lands from secondary status

in Union County, a direct comparison between the two models was

difficult. However, by using only the cropland and forestry test

results, some general observations can be made.

Firstly, overall results between the two models is

remarkably similar. Many study areas have nearly identical

potential secondary designations between the 1988 model and the

cropland and forestry tests of the 1990 model. Second, those

areas which were underlain by soils with a high rating were

always designated as primary under the 1988 model; the 1990

model, however, rated some of these same areas as potential

secondary for either the forestry or cropland tests. Lastly, the

1988 model consistently rated less productive range lands as

secondary whereas the 1990 model retained these areas in a

primary designation. If a more reasonable grazing test is
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constructed and tested in Union County, then a comparison between

these two areas would be more enlightening.

DISCUSSION

This section of the paper will discuss and evaluate each

model and highlight the application problems of each. The 1990

model was very difficult to apply and several steps were very

perplexing to interpret. The cropland test proved to be the most

laborious mini-model to implement and many problems exist with

its results. The idea of using indicator crops is conceptually

sound; however, many practical problems exist with its

application. Table 12 shows the indicator crops which were used

in Jackson County. As discussed in Jackson County's final

report, the data on which the indicator crops are to be

identified, OSU Extension Services Commodity Estimates, are not

keyed to landforms. This results in gross errors in the

selection of indicator crops. For example, Jackson County's

indicator crop for non-irrigated terraces and foothills is wheat,

even though there are only 2 wheat operations in the entire

county which gross over $10,000 and these operations are located

in the valley floor (Jackson County, 1990).

The acreage figures for the indicator crops must also be

adjusted. By using the 4 acre test size for orchards, which is

what Jackson County used for all irrigated landforms, large areas

of 5-10 acre tracts are designated as primary. The acreage

figures should reflect the field size that is actually being

farmed. When part of a larger operation, four acres can gross

10,000 dollars; however, it is nonsense to believe that farmers
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are going to start a commercial orchard on four acres.

Jackson County wasn't alone in its criticism of indicator

crops. The Deschutes County Final Report noted that the use of

indicator crops resulted in a very poor recognition of irrigated

versus non-irrigated areas and often resulted in large tracts of

good farmland being designated secondary. Clackamas County

showed that their indicator crop acreage of four acres is below

the minimum level of detail for the Soil Conservation Services

maps (Clackamas Co., 1990); this problem is also found in Jackson

County. Coos County had problems choosing between a 2 acre and a

54 acre indicator crop requirement for large areas of the county

(Coos County, 1990), and Union County had to further refine its

terrace landform into geographic regions, each with its own

indicator crop (Union County, 1990). It may be argued that

adjustments could be made which would improve the reliability of

indicator crops. However, these adjustments would have to

recognize a different indicator crop for bottomlands, terraces,

foothills, irrigated vs. non-irrigated areas, regional soils,

micro climates, farming costs, and distance to markets. It may

be possible to identify all the various indicators but it seems

more logical to find another method of identifying secondary

agricultural land which is simpler.

Step 11(C) of the 1990 model requires that all tracts

composed solely of productive soils go directly to the 40,000

dollar test. Therefore, if a tract is composed entirely of

productive soils it is not required to meet the $10,000 test,

regardless of the tract's size or ability to generate income.

Step 11(C) results in large areas composed solely of 5-10 acre



parcels being designated as primary. This clearly is not

reflective of the nature of primary agricultural land, yet the

1990 model fails to recognize this parcelization pattern.

Testing tracts with both a 10,000 and 40,000 dollar test is

repetitive and unnecessary, the Jackson County (Jackson County,

1990), the Deschutes County (Deschutes County, 1990) and the

Clackainas County (Clackamas County, 1990) final reports all

recommend the removal of one of these steps. The primary problem

again returns to indicator crop acreages. If indicator crop

acreages truly measured a "critical mass" of commercial cropland,

the $10,000 test could stand alone as an identifier of primary

land and the $40,000 test would be unnecessary.

A final point regarding the cropland test is that there is

no provision for testing conflicts in agricultural areas.

Conflicts between agricultural operations and residential home

owners are an extreme problem for some farmers and it seems

unreasonable to leave out a conflict test when testing for

secondary agricultural lands.

The forestry mini-model, with the exception of the conflict

test, was relatively easy to apply. This test is heavily

influenced by the soil ratings which determine productive and

less productive land and there is considerable debate on where

the cut-offs between primary and secondary should be made.

Nevertheless, other problems do exist with this test. Firstly,

Test Step III tests tracts composed predominantly (greater than

50%) of productive soils. The model requires that only those

tracts which are predominantly composed of productive soils be

tested as primary, regardless of tract size. This can result in
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very large tracts which are composed of just less than 50%

productive soils being designated as secondary, even if the tract

contains large acreages of productive soils.

The forestry test also requires all tracts composed

predominantly of productive soils to pass a conflict test. This

test is very time consuming because it is administered to all

tracts with productive forest soils, regardless of location.

When testing the model in Jackson County, an immense amount of

time was spent testing tracts for forestry conflicts in prime

agricultural areas with no trees. The 1990 model has no

provision for separating out land uses when applying the model.

Therefore tracts may be inappropriately designated

primary/secondary due to a land use which does not exist in the

area. Additionally the dwelling unit requirement part of the

conflict test could be dropped and virtually no change in the

results would occur.

The final mini-model in the 1990 model is the grazing test.

As discussed previously, this is a relatively simple test which

only uses criteria relating to soils and a secondary block size.

However, the grazing test produced no secondary land in Jackson

County, and was responsible for returning potential secondary

land from the cropland and forest land tests to a primary status.

This problem is due to the fact that productive grazing land was

defined as any soil which was capable of producing 500 pounds of

edible forage per year. This extremely low threshold identified

no less productive soils in any of the Jackson County test areas.

At the time this paper was written, the DLCD was working on

revisions to the grazing test because it had performed very
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poorly in all test counties.

The 1988 model proved to be a very interesting contrast to

the 1990 model. The 1988 model was much easier to apply and did

not contain the ambiguities of the 1990 model. Additionally the

1988 model was much faster to apply and was completed in

approximately one-quarter the time required by the 1990 model.

By avoiding the application of three mini-models, the 1988 model

avoids many of the repetitions contained in the 1990 model.

Nevertheless, the 1988 model does contain some problems which

should be addressed.

The first step in the 1988 model is a tract size test. This

step designates all tracts smaller than twenty acres as potential

secondary. The 20 acre tract size is based on field size data

for 1988 test counties in the Willamette Valley (Pease, 1988);

however, during the past use test it became clear that many

Jackson County farmers are operating orchards on field sizes of

12-15 acres. This is also borne out by data in the Jackson

County Profiles of Agriculture Report (OSU Extension Service,

1983). Had time permitted, I would have adjusted this figure for

Jackson County and retested the model. This modification to the

model is easily accomplished and could be left open as to allow

counties to determine a minimum tract size or sizes appropriate

for their county.

The soils test was simple and was quickly completed.

Because all tracts containing medium or low rated soils will be

designated as secondary it is very important to have the soil

ratings reflective of the commercial activities in the county.

The soil ratings I developed for Jackson County under the 1988



model do need further refinement. This was made clear during the

past use test when several large tracts were identified as

growing large orchards although the soil is a heavy clay and is

rated as medium. Normally, a local committee would work with

soil scientists to develop the ratings. Due to time and funding

constraints of my research, I developed the ratings using the

existing 1988 model criteria.

The conflict test under the 1988 model is difficult to apply

and should be modified to match the 1990 model. It was very

difficult to calculate to area within a quarter-mile of the tract

in question; the 1990 model only requires that a grid be centered

on the tract and the neighboring tracts counted.

The past use test of the 1988 model is perhaps its strongest

feature. This test identified significant acreages that were

mis-designated and in turn were redesignated to a primary or

secondary designation. When working with local individuals who

are knowledgeable about the county, this test works smoothly and

is completed quickly. The best location to hold the past use

test is in an agency such as ASCS which has areal photographs of

all agricultural regions in the county and data on operations.

The block test of the 1988 model contains a provision which

allows the block size to be adjusted according to local

conditions. However, the block size selected for this study was

320 acres so that the results of the 1988 and 1990 models would

be comparable. A criterion in the 1988 model states "If a

proposed block contains rio high soils, then an acknowledged

exception area [rural residential zone] may be included in the

calculation of block size." This criterion should be removed
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from the model. If the model designates a tract as secondary,

the past use committee does not identify it as being part of a

commercial operation, and the tract is adjacent to an exception

area, then the tract is clearly not primary and the exception

area should be included in the block size test.

The data requirements of both models are difficult and time

consuming. However, this drawback seems to be a symptom of all

secondary lands models and is simply part of the process.

Designating secondary land is a challenging and highly technical

procedure which does require considerable amounts of data.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The 1988 model is much easier to apply and its test results

are superior to the 1990 model. For these reasons, I recommend

that Jackson County and the LCDC adopt the 1988 model as their

secondary lands model with the following alterations:

1. Allow the tract size test to be altered to accommodate
local conditions. The acreage would be based on local
data and the recommendations of a local committee.

2. Change the conflict test to match the one used in the
1990 model. Eliminate the dwelling unit test because
it is difficult to apply and does not substantially
alter the results.

3. Arrange the model so that the past use test is
conducted prior to the block test.

4. Disregard the provision which requires that secondary
land cannot contain high rated soils in order for an
exception area to be included in the block test.

5. Utilize the soil ratings of the 1990 model. This would
require three ratings be combined into two; however,
this could be easily accomplished and would further
simplify the model.

By making the above changes to the 1988 model, the county and/or

state will have a model which is easier to apply, is
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understandable to the public, and consistently designates

secondary land which the local committee considers secondary in

nature.

If the county and/or state decides to use the 1990 model, I

recommend the following changes:

1. Implement a similar tracts size test as used in the
1988 model. Insert this step as the first step of each
mini-model. This will greatly reduce the number of
tracts which will require a conflict test or indicator
crop test.

2. Use indicator crop acreages which reflect the required
acreage necessary for a commercial farming operation.

3. Eliminate the 40,000 dollar test. It is repetitious and
unnecessary. Instead use the 10,000 dollar test on all
tracts larger than the above tract size.

4. change steps 11(E) and 111(B) of the cropland test so
that a gross sales test is applied to all tracts
composed solely of productive soils and all tracts
composed of a mix of productive and less productive
soils.

5. Install a conflict test in the cropland test.

6. Under the forestry test, modify Step III so that the
test is applied to all tracts with over a specified
acreage of productive soils, not just those tracts
which are "predominantly" composed of productive soils.

7. Also under the forestry test, discard the dwelling unit
requirements of the conflict test. It very rarely
alters the designation of a tract.

8. Draft a new grazing lands test which is based on AUM's
and use the resulting acreage required for a commercial
grazing operation as an indicator crop for rangeland.
These acreages will te high, but grazing does require
large tracts of land.

If the above alterations are implemented, the 1990 model will

still be difficult and cumbersome to apply, but it will be

improved. The recommended alterations will also greatly improve

the model's ability to recognize secondary land over primary

land.
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My final recommendation regards the mixing of the technical

process of designating secondary lands with the politics of

secondary lands. Since 1983, LCDC has struggled with this issue

and little has been accomplished. LCDC should recognize that the

designation of secondary lands is a two stage process. The first

stage involves the technical procedure of identifying secondary

lands. The second stage consists of the politics regarding the

management of secondary lands.

Historically, the LCDC has mixed the technical and political

stages together. Identifying secondary lands is a highly

technical undertaking; however, the scientific community can

develop a systematic procedure that recognizes resource lands

that are truly secondary in nature. Once completed, this "model"

could then designate potential secondary lands. Following the

completion of the technical process, the state then must decide

how secondary lands will be regulated and managed. This

political undertaking serves the special interest groups well and

these groups can and should play a vital role in this stage.

Political compromises will likely be made and some of the

secondary designations may have to be reversed. However, by

separating these two processes, the LCDC will improve the chances

of completing the secondary lands designation process.
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Figure 1. Five Test Areas
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TABLE 1

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1990 Model

Study Area #1
Total Acres: 7250
Location: 35S, 1E

# Acres Potential Secondary
(Before buildable and serviceable test)

>320 160-320 Totals (>160)

Agriculture Test 875 226 1,101

Forestry Test 3,085 0 3,085

Grazing Test 0 0 0

Combined Test 420 226 646
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TABLE 2

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1988 Model

Study Area #1
Total Acres: 7250
Location: 35S, 1E

# Acres Potential Secondary

Potential secondary due to tract size test .................................... 850

Potential secondary due to soil quality test................................ 2,055

Potential secondary due to conflict test ....................................... 50

Potentialsecondary due to past use test.................................... 1,620

Total potential secondary 4,575
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TABLE 3

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1990 Nodel

Study Area #2
Total Acres: 24,290

Location: 35S, 1W & 2W

# Acres Potential Secondary
(Before buildable and serviceable test)

>320 160-320 Totals (>160)

Agriculture Test 13,900 0 13,900

Forestry Test 13,840 405 14,240

Grazing Test 0 0 0

Combined Test 3,620 825 4,440
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TABLE 4

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1988 Model

Study Area #2
Total Acres: 24,290

Location: 35S, 1W & 2W

# Acres Potential Secondary

Potential secondary due to tract size test ................................. 5,715

Potential secondary due to soil quality test ............................... 4,270

Potential secondary due to conflict test ...................................... 75

Potential secondary due to past use test ..................................... 565

Total potential secondary 10,625
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TABLE 5

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1990 Model

Study Area #3
Total Acres: 23,360

Location: 38S, 2E & 3E

# Acres Potential Secondary
(Before buildable and serviceable test)

>320 160-320 Totals (>160)

Agriculture Test 17,250 0 17,250

Forestry Test 7,050 0 7,050

Grazing Test 0 0 0

Combined Test 0 1,100 1,100



TABLE 6

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1988 Model

Study Area #3
Total Acres: 23,360

Location: 38S, 2E & 3E

# Acres Potential Secondary

Potential secondary due to tract size test .................................... 985

Potential secondary due to soil quality test ................................ 2,400

Potential secondary due to conflict test ......................................... 0

Potentialsecondary due to past use test........................................ 0

Total potential secondary 3,385



TABLE 7

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1990 Model

Study Area #4
Total Acres: 11,120

Location: 36S & 37S, 2W

# Acres Potential Secondary
(Before buildable and serviceable test)

>320 160-320 Totals (>160)

Agriculture Test 960 0 960

Forestry Test 410 475 885

Grazing Test 0 0 0

Combined Test 0 880 880
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TABLE 8

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1988 Model

Study Area #4
Total Acres: 11,120

Location: 36S & 37S, 2W

# Acres Potential Secondary

Potential secondary due to tract size test .................................. 1,000

Potential secondary due to soil quality test .................................. 395

Potential secondary due to conflict test ....................................... 55

Potentialsecondary due to past use test ........................................ 0

Total potential secondary 1,450
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TABLE 9

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1990 Model

Study Area #5
Total Acres: 13,760

Location: 38S, 1W & 2W

# Acres Potential Secondary
f Before buildable and serviceable test)

>320 160-320 Totals (>160)

Agriculture Test 815 0 815

Forestry Test 1,550 1,055 2,605

Grazing Test 0 0 0

Coinbined Test 0 1,040 1,040
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TABLE 10

Jackson County Secondary Lands Study - 1988 Model

Study Area #5
Total Acres: 13,760

Location: 38S, 1W & 2W

# Acres Potential Secondary

Potential secondary due to tract size test .................................. 1,970

Potential secondary due to soil quality test ................................ 1,040

Potential secondary due to conflict test ...................................... 160

Potentialsecondary due to past use test ........................................ 0

Total potential secondary 3,170
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TABLE 11

Union County Secondary Lands Study

# Acres Potential Secondary
(320 acre block size)

1990 Model 1988 Model

Cropland Forest Grazing Combined
Township Test Test Test Test Final Results

2S38E 1,444 3,048 417 95 0

1N39E 4,540 5,284 570 200 361

2N39E 4,920 175 330 0 0

4S40E 3,280 6,083 340 255 3,181

4S39E 1,613 1,092 975 80 896
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Table 12. Jackson County Indicator Crops

Acres Needed to
Landform Crop Te Data Source Average $/acre Gross $10,000

BOTTOMLAND

Irrigated (flooded) Alfalfa Co. Extension Off. $ 546 18

(Soil Pub. #133A) 6 tons/acre Soil Survey & Ext. Off.
$91/ton Ext. Commodity Rept.

Irrigated Orchards Ext. Commodity Rept. 2,553 4

Non-Irrigated Dryland Alfalfa Co. Extension Off. 273 37

3 tons/acre OSU & Co. Extension Off.
$91/ton Ext. Commodity Rept.

TERRACE

Irrigated Orchards Ext. Commodity Rept. 2,553 4

Irrigated (wet) Wheat Co. Extension Off. 326 31

(Soil Pub. 98A) 105 bu/acre Soil Survey
$3.10/bushel Ext. Commodity Rept.

Non-Irrigated Wheat Co. Extension Off. 217 46

70 bu/acre Co. Extension Off.
$3.10/bushel Ext. Commodity Rept.

FOOTHILLS

Irrigated Orchards Ext. Commodity Rept. 2,553 4

Non-Irrigated Wheat Co. Extension Off. 186 54

60 bu/acre Co. Extension Off.
$3.10/bushel Ext. Commodity Rept.

MOUNTAIN SLOPES None N/A N/A N/A

NOTE: Price is based on average of three years, discarding the highest and lowest numbers, 1985-1989 as
given in Extension Commodity Reports, OSU Extension Service. Yields for irrigated and non-irrigated alfalfa
and wheat were obtained from Soil Survey estimates and estimates by OSU Extension Economist Stan Miles and
Jackson County Extension Chair and Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station Ron Mobley.
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APPENDIX A

SOIL RATINGS FOR 1990 MODEL
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12 231 75 Camas-Newberg-EvansCM-3%sL L 0 720 B 708 22M 200M 2.5 5.5 1245
13

14

25 G
26 G

117 F
115 F

Caris-Offenbacher 50-80% NS 122 0 M 0

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0 0.0 24 5
Caris-Offenbacher 50-75% SS 103 0 M 0.0 0.0 25

15 2713 64 B Carney Y!1-5 si. P 0 1000 T 541 30.0 0.0 2.0 5.0 1 23 45
16 27L 64 E yaS-2O%sI. P 0 1000 T 541 30M OM 2M SM 12345

_J7
18

yccL Jt --
0 OM OM

--
28E 65E çy CobbIyj2I5-20% sI. L 0 1000 T OM ao 12

19 31A 461 aIPoinanyL.0-3% si. P 0 800 T 708 80.0 110.0 3.0 30.0 1 4 5

20 33A62.iCokerCIay-3%sl.P0 1200 T417 12M30M2.55M 125
21 33C 60 CCoker Clay, 3-12% sI. P 0 1200 T 417 20M

70.0

35A)

0.0

2.5 SM 3

22 34 B 30 B Coleman Loam,_0-7% sl. P 0 1200
r

708 3.5 7.0 4 5

23
24

35 yyL J
0 M

:12
0

25.0
0.()

0.0
0.0

3.0
0.0

25M 125
240 E 224 E Crater Lake-Alcot 12-35% SS ---- 178 0.0

7ç[Dosilt15%sI. 0o) 0.0 ±
0 = NUT RATED FOR FOREST AN[) RANGE
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JACKSON COUNTY
SECONDARY LANDS PROJECT
SOILS PRESENT IN STUDY AREAS

PU FIE SOILNAME CR FOP RAN LA OR GRAI GRFIAY HAY AREA
# # * * IRR N-I IRR N-I IRR

26 43 Ii 68 12 Darow Silty CIyj-20% si. P 1 1200 F 500 0.0 0.0 2.0 5.0 15
27 43 E 69 EDarowSiltyClayL.20-35%sl. L 1 1200 F 500 0.0 0.0 OM 0.0 5

28 44 C 20 B Debenger-Brader L.1-15% si. L 40 740 F 0 (10 0.0 1.5 4.0 1 2 4 5

29 44E 200 E Debenger-Brader L. 15-40% sL L 40 695 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 2 5

30 55 1 3 A Evans Loam, 0-3% sL P 0 800 B 708 80.0

0.0

105.0 3.0 30.0 2 4 5

31 56 C 234 C Farva Ver blL3-12%sL 98 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

32 57E 237E Farva Very Cojyj2-35% NS ---- 105 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

33 57G238F FarvaVeryCobblyL35-65% NS ---- 105 0 M 0 00 (10 (10 0.0 3

34 58E 235E Farva Very Cobbly L12-35% SS 89 0 M 0 (10 (10 (10 (10 3

35 58G236F byL.35-65% SS ---- 79 0 M 0 0.0 (10 (10 0.0 3

36 61 i 12 / Foehlin Grayll L.0-3% si. P 0 800 T 540 75.0 100.0 10 25.0 2 4 5

37 76.1 241 tyO-3 P 0 4000 T 417 45.0 95.0 iS 2(10 245
38 81 G 108F Heppsie Clay, 35-70%NS ---- 1 1200 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13
39 82G 109F ppe-Mcpjlin C. 35-70% SS ---- 1 1000 M 0 (10 (10 (10 (10 13
40 96 B 246B Kanutchan Clay, 1-8% sI. ---- 0 3000 M 3

41 981 221 Kerby Loam, Wet, 0-3% sI. P 0 1000 T 0 8(10 100 15 0 2

42 100 / 44 1 Kubli Loam, 0-3% sI. P 0 800 T 600 80.0 105.0 3.5 26.0 4

43 100 B 43 B Kubli Loam, 3-7% sI. P 0 800 T 600 80.0 105.0 3.5 26.0 4

44 1O1E 163E Langeilain Loam, 15-40% NS L 85 1000 F 0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 23
45 102 B 106B Langellairi-Brader L. 1-7% sI. L 1 750 F 0 0.0 0.0 1.5 4.0 24
46 102 L 107[ Langellain-Brader L 7-15% sI. L 1 700 F 0 (10 0.0 0.0 2.5 2

47 103E 164E Langeltain-Brader 15-40% SS L 1 700 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2
48 108 B 70 B Manita Loam, 2-7% sI. P 86 0 M 708 70.0 100.0 3.5 2.5.0 1 4 5

49 108 [ 70 E Manita Loam, 7-20% sI. P 0 0 T 708 60.0 90.0 3.0 6.5 2 4 5

50 108E 72 EManita Loam, 20-35% sL L 86 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 .0 24,
U NOT RATED FOR FOREST AND RANGE
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JACKSON COUNTY
SECONDARY LANDS PROJECT
SOILS PRESENT IN STUDY AREAS

PU PIE SOILNAME CR FOP RAN LA OR GRA! GRAI
IRR

HAY HAY AREA
# # * * HR N N-I IRR
109 E 70 E Manita-Vannoy C. 20-40% sI. ---- 77 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.0 25
110 E 91E McMullin Gravelly L3-35% si. ---- 0 500 M 0 o.o OM 0.0 OM 2

111 G 281 F McMullin-McNull G.L. 35-60% SS ---- 85 600 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

112 F 282 E McMullin-Medco Corn5 ---- 1 550 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

113 E 283 E McMullin-Rock O.C. 3-35% sI. ---- 0 500 M 0 0.0

0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 2 3

113 G 102P McMullin-Rock O.C.35-60% si. ---- 0 600 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 23
114 G 271 F McNuII Loam, 35-60% NS ---- 93 0 M 3

115 E 272 E McNull Gravelly Loam 12-35% SS ---- 79 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

116 G 276 F McNull-McMuHin G.L 35-60% SS ---- 79 1000 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

117G 275 F McNull-McMullin Conjpl35-6 ---- 77 1200 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

119F 277 E McNull-Medco C.H.Ppn.12-50% sl ---- 79 0 M 0 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 2
120 C 84 C Medco Clay Loam 7-12% sL ---- 1 800 F 0 0.0 0.0 2.0 4.5 3

121 E 86 E Medco Cobbly C.L. 12-50% NS ---- 1 800 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

122 E 85 E Medco Cobbly C.L. 12-50% SS ---- 1 1000 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

123 F 104E Medco C.L. Hig p.1-5'oNS ---- 79 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

125C 100C Medco-McMullin CopL12-50% s ---- 1 5.90 F 3

125 F 99 E Medco-McMullin C. 12-50% sI. ---- 0 625 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

126 P
127/

97 E
38A

Medco-McNull C. 12-50% sI.
MedfordSiltyClayL 03%sl

----

P

1

0

550

800

F

I
0

910

0.0

950
0.0

1200
0.0

45
0.0

80
2 3

1245
128B 40 B Medford Clay L. Gray. S. 0-7% sI. P 0 800 T 800 65.0 105M 3.0 30.0 5

133/ 1 A Newberg Fine Sandyo sI. P 0 800 B 0 0.0 400.0 5M 7.0 124
139/ 61 A Padigari Clay 0-3%sL P 0 4000 T 300 25M OM iS 5.0 145
142 C 225 C Pinehurst Loam 3-12% sI. ---- 94 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

143 E 226 E Pinehurst Loam 12-35% NS ---- 109 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

144 E 227 E Pinehurst Loam 12-35% SS ---- 94 0 M 0 O.OjOO 0.0 OM 3
= NOT RATED FOR FOREST AND RANGE
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JACKSON COUNTY
SECONDARY LANDS PROJECT
SOILS PRESENT IN STUDY AREAS

PU PIE SOILNAME CR FOR RAN LA OR GRAI GRAI HAY HAY AREA
# # * IRR N-I IRR N-I IRR

76 150 E 31E Provig Very Grav.L. 15-35% sI. U 0 1000 T 0 0.0 0.0 OM OM 2

77 151 C 33 CProvi-AateC.5-15%sL L 0 920 T 0 0.0 0.0 1.0 3.5 2

78 157 B 55 B Ruch Silt U. 2-7% sl. P 0 0 T 708 70.0 100.0 3.5 25.0 4 5

79 158 B 58 BRuchGravellySiltL.2-7%sl. P 0 0 T 708 70.0 100.0 3.5 25.0 45
80 158 L 5511 Ruch Gravelly S. L. 7-20% sI. P 0 0 T 708 65.0 95.0 3.6 6.5 24 5
81159_C400CRustierpeakGravelyL3-12%sl. ---- 179 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

82 160 E 400 E Rustlerpeak Grav.L. 12-35% NS ---- 176 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

83 160 G401_FRustlerpeakGrav.L.35-65%NS ---- 179 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

84 162 B 170 B Selmac Loam, 2-7% sl. P 1 1000 F 700 40.0 0.0 1.5 4.0 2 5

85 162E 171 11 Selmac Loam, 7-20% sI. P 1 1000 F 5

86 164 D 26 11 Shefflein Loam, 7-20% sI. P 89 0 F 583 0.0 0.0 2.5 5.0 4

87 165 E 27 E Shefflein Loam,20-35% NS U 98 0 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 4

88 166 E 28 E Shefflein Loam,20-35% SS L 79 0 F 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24
89 167B 19 B Sibannac Silt Loam, 0-7% sI. L 0 3000 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

90 177 C 410 C inçravell .3-12% si ---- 196 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OM 3

91 178 E 411 E Snowlin Gravelly L. 12-35% NS ---- 196 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

92 179 F 221F eaker-Josephhie C.35-55%SS ---- 115 0 M 0 00 0.0 OM 0.0 2

93 188 E 120 E Tallowbox Gray. San.L. 20-35% N ---- 136 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4

94 188 G 121 F Tallowbox Grav.San.L. 35-70% N ---- 136 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4

95 189 E 119E Tallowbox Grav.San.L. 20-35%SS ---- 116 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4

96 189 G 122 F Tallowbox Grav.San.L. 35-60% SS ---- 116 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24
97 190 E 136 E ---- 113 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

98. 190 G 135 F Tatouche Gravelly L. 35-65% NS ---- 113 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

99 191E i __ ErTatouche Gravelly L2-35 SS ---- 109 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 OM 3

100 191 G 134 FiTatouche
_

Gravelly L. 35-60%SS ---- 98 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 3
U = NOT RATED FOR FOREST AND RANGE
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JACKSON COUNTY
SECONDARY LANDS PROJECT
SOILS PRESENT IN STUDY AREAS

Pu FIE SOILNAME CR FOP RAN' LA OR GRAI GRAL HAY HAY AREA
# # *

* IRR N-I IRR N-I IRR
101 195E 80 E Vannoy Silt L 12-35%NS ---- 102 0 M 0 OM 0.0 0.0 OM 245
102 195 F 8lFVannoySiItL.35-55%NS ---- 102 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1245
103 196 E 78 E Vannoy Silt L. 12-35%SS ---- 96 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 24 5
104 197F 82 F Vannoy-Voorhies C. 35-55% SS ---- 74 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 245
105 206 E 140 E Woodcock-Pokegema C. 12-35%s ---- 120 0 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3
106 207 E 140E Woodseye-Rock Outcrop C. 3-35 ---- 0 780 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3
107 207 G 141 F Woodseye-Rock Outcrop C. 35-80 ---- 0 720 M 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

U riot KAItL) P0K P0Kb! ANL) KANUt
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JACKSON COUNTY SOIL RATINGS 1988 MODEL

La SOILNAME CROPLAND FORES'T RANGE FINAL RATING
Irr NIrr Prime Note Presnt n wIrae

2A Abin Silty Clay L. 0-3% sL H H X L X H H H
6B Agate-Winlo C. 0-5% sI. M L IND 25"19" L X M MIL M
lOB Barron Coarse SandyL.0-7% sl. H M X H H H
1OC Barron Coarse Sandy L7-12% si. H M H H H
140 BousVeryG.L3S-65%NS L L M M M
17c Brader-DebengL1-15%sL M L WB 13"/2T' L X L MIL M
17E Brader-Debejj5-40% si. U U WB 13"/2T L X U L L
18C ybee Loam, 1-12% sI. M M M M M
19E By-Tatou he C. 12-35% NS L L M M
20E Bybee-Tatouche C. 12-35% SS L U M
21A Camas Sandy Loam, 0-3% sI. H L X Irr. req. L X M H/L HIM
23A Camas-Newberg-Evans C.0-3% sI. M L L X M M/L M
25G Caris-Offenbacher 50-80% NS L L H H H
260 Caris-Offenbacher 50-75% SS U L H H H
27B Carney Clay, 1-5% sI. M M WB 35" L X M M
27D 5-20% sI. M M WB 35" L X M M M
28E Carney Cobbly Clay 20-35% sI. U L Cobbly L X M L
28D Carney Cobbly Clay, 5-20% sI. L L Cobbly L X M L M
31A Central PointSan 31. H H X LX M H H
33A Coker Clay, 0-3% sI. M M M
33C Coker Clay, 3-12% sI. M M L X M M M
34B Coleman Loam, 0-7% sI. H H X L X H H H

Coveay3osl. M M L X H M 11

40E Crater Lake-Alcot_12-35% SS L U 1-1 H H
43B Darow Silty Clay U. 1-5% sI. H H X L X H H H
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JACKSON COUNTY SOil, kAIINGS - 1988 MODEL

LD.
#

SOELNAME CROPLAND FORES1 RANGE FINAL RATING
Irr Nh-r Pdme Note Rating Presnt Ratin wIor wIra

43D DarowSiItyCayL.5-20%sL H M WB32" L X H HIM H
43E DarowSiltyClayL2o-35%sL M

M

M WB32" LX H M H
44c Deben BraderL 1-15% sI M WB 2T113" L X M
44E Debenger-BraderLl5-10%sI. L L WB 27"/13" L X L L L
55A Evans Loam, 0-3% sI. IT H X L X H H H
56C Farva Very CobL3-12% sI L L y_ M M M
57E CobblyLl2-35%NS L L M M M
57G Farva Veryb! 65%NS L L

L
Coe M

M
M M

58E Fva9yL135%SS L Cobbly M M
58G FarvaVervCobjyL.35-65%SS L L M
MA FoenGryL-3% si. H H X L X H _JL _JL
76A GryiItaayLO-3%sL EL Ii X L X H H H
81G Heppy35-7ONS L L L X H L H
82G Heppe-McMuIinC. 35-70%SS L L L X L L L
96B Kanutchan Clay, 1-8% sL M M

JL
L X M M M

98A KerbyVet,0-3%sL IL ___ _li
I,
L

ilL _JL_ ilL
1001

100B
Kubli Loam, 0-3% sI. 11 II X X II H 11

Kubli Loam, 3-7% sL____ FT I I X X H IT I-I

i01ELangainLoam,15-40%NS L M WB38" M M M
102B Lanin-Brader7%sL M L WB 38"/13" L X M M/L M
102[ Langellain-Brader L 7-15%sL M L WB 38"113" L X M M/L
103F Langellain-Brader 15-40% SS L L WB 38"/13" L X L L L
108B

108E

Manita Loam, 2-7% sL FL H X M

M

H H
Manita Loam, 7-20% sI. II H H H

IlO8EManitaoam,2s!. M 1, M M
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JACKSON COUNTY SOIL RATINGS - 1988 MODEL

LD. SOILNAME CROPLAND FORES1 RANGE FINAL RATING
Irr NJrr Prime Note Rating Presnt Rating

1O9EManita-Vany20-4O%sL
llOEMcMuUin

J L
L

__ M M M

Gra IL.3-35% si. L UWB 17" L X L L L

1I1C McMulIin-McNufl G.L. 35-60%_SS L L UWB 17" L X L L L

112F McMuIlin-MedcoCorex12-50 L L UWB 17" L X L L L

113E McMuIlin-Rock O.C. 3-35% sI. L U Rock O.C. L X L L U

113C McMuIIin-Rock O.C. 35-60% sI. L L Rock O.C. L X L L L

114C MeN ult Loam, 35-60%_NS U U M M M

116CMcNuII-McMuIlin G.L. 35-60% SS L L

WB3Z'M
L X

M M

LL L

117C McNuII-McMuIIin Compj35-60 L L M M M

119FMcNull-MedcoC.RPp12-50%sl L L M

X II
M M

Ui20CMf1ym7-i2%sI. MM WB3O' U M

121F Medco CobblyC.L.12-50%NS U U Cobbly LX H U H

l22EMedcoCobbIyC.L.12-50%SS
123FC.U.IIip0N

U

L
L
U

U X M L M

M M

125C -MulIinomj-12. L U UWB 17" L X M U M

125F Medco-McMulUn C. 12-50% sI. L U UWB 17" L X M L M

126F Medco-McNuII C. 12-50%_sL L U Cobbly U X H L H

1271 MedfordSi1tyCIyL.0-3%sI. H II X L X II IL

128B Medlord Clay Gray. S. 0-7%sl. H II X U X H H H

133i. Newberg Fine Sandy L.0-3% si. H H X H X M H H

139i PadiganClayo-3%sl. M M L M M M

142C Pinehurst Loam 3-12% sI. L L H H H

143E Pinehurst Loam 12-35% NS L L H H H

144E Phehurst Loam 12-35% SSL U H H H
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JACKSON COUNTY SOIL RATINGS 1988 MODEL

LD. SOILNAME CROPLAND PORES 1 RANGE FINAL RATING
Irr NIrr Prime Note jg Presnt Rating w/o range

150E ProviVeryGrav.L.15-35%sI. L L L X M L Mcc
15713 Ruch Silt L. 2-7% sI. II 11

__JNP__
X H

WL
iiI-I

15813 Ruch Gravelly SiltL. 2-7% sL H H X H H H
15811 RuchGravelyS.L.7-20%sl. H H H H H
159C ereakGravellL. 3-12% sI. L L WB 23" H H H
160E Rustlerpeak GravJ. 12-35%NS L L WB 23" H H H
160C RustlerpeakGrav.L.35-65% NS L L WB 23" H H H
16213 Selmac Loam, 2-7% sI. II H X M H I-I

16211 Selmac Loam, 7-20% sI. H H M H H
16411 Shefflein Loam, 7-20% sl. H H H H H
16SF Shefflein Loam,20-35% NS L L H H H
166E Shefflein Loam,20-35% SS L L H H H
167B

1Th1SnowlravellL.3-12%sL__-
Sibannac Silt Loam, 0-7% sI. M

L
M
L

L

U

X H M
ii

II
II

178E Snowlin Gravelly L. 12-35% NS L L H H I I

179F Speaker-Josephine C.35-55% SS L L H H H
18SF Tallowbox Gray. San.L. 20-35% N L L H H H
i88CTallowbox Grav.San.L. 35-70% N L L II F! II
189F Tallowbox Grav.San.L. 20-35% SS L L M M M
189C Tallowbox Grav.San.L. 35-60% SS L L M M M
190F L L M M
19OCTatoucheGravellL35-65%NS L L M M
l9lFTatoucheGravellyLl2-35%SS L L
l9lCTatoucheGravellyU35-60%SS L L M M



JACKSON COUNTY SOIL RATINGS 1988 MODEL

I.D. SOILNAME CROPLAND FORESTI RANGE FINAL RATING
In- NIrr Prime Note Presni n w/o ran w/rae

195E Vannoy Sift L. 12-35%NS L M M M
195F ySiJt L.35-55% NS L L M M
196E ittL.12-3S L M M
197F Vannoy-Voorhies C. 35-55% SS L L M
206E Woodcock-Pokegema C. 12-35%s L L H H H
207E WooyRock Outcrop C. 3-35 L L L X L L L
207C Voodseyock Outcrop C. 35-80 L L L X L L L

m

0
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APPROVED

IDENTIFICATION PROCESS AND CRITERIA

FOR

SECONDARY CROPLANDS
(November 3, 1989)

Definition of Secondary Resource Lands

Secondary resource lands are agricultural and forest lands
with either:

(1) Less productive soils with limited capabilities for
crop, forest or range production; or

(2) A pattern of parcélization and development which makes
those lands contribute less to Oregon's agricultural
and forest economy than commercial agricultural and
forest operations.

The designation of secondary resource lands shall have no
significant adverse impact on surrounding farm or forest
operations.

Identification Steps

I. Determination of Productive vs. Less Productive Soils
(DLCD/LCDC: September through December)

A. SCS/DOE/OStJ soil specialists prepare draft soil ratings
for each pilot county. The ratings separate soils into
productive and less productive soil resource categories
(cropland, forest and range) and determine their
appropriate landform classification (bottomland,
terrace, foothill or mountain); (see criteria attached)

B. County and public review of draft soil ratings and
landform designations;

C. DLCD prepares recommendation on soil ratings and
landforms for Commission approval;

0. LCDC approval of soil ratings and landform designations
for each pilot county at December 7, 1989 meeting.

NOTE: Where significant disagreement occurs over a specific
soil rating or landform duplicate testing may be
conducted.

Appendix C.l.
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U. Preparation of ease Data for Test Areas
(County: October through December)

A. Identify areas of land composed solely of productive orless procuctive cropland soils and with a mix of bothsuch cropland soils;

B. For areas with a mix of productive and less productivecropland soils, identify tracts of land (tax lots incntiguous ownership) for the application of Step III.

NOTE: For the purposes of the pilot program, tax lots in
contiguous ownership will be referred to as "tracts"to avoid using the terms "lots" or "parcels" whichhave different meanings.

C.

E.

III. Deter

"Contiguous" tracts do not include ownerships whichonly touch at a point. Tracts are also considered
"contiguous" if crossed by a road (including
right-of-way) or waterway which is 100 feet or lessiii width. -

"Ownership" means that on July 1, 1989, greater than
possessory interests are held in those contiguous taxlots, parcels or lots by the same person, spouses ora single partnership or business entity, separately
or in tenancy in common. (ORS 215.213(7) (a) (B)

For areas with a mix of productiv and less productive
bottomland, terrace and footnili. cropland soils, go toStep III;

For areas composed solely of less productive croplandsoils, go to Step IV;

For areas composed solely of productive bottomland,terrace arid foothill cropland soils, go to Step V;

if Enough Productive Soils/Tract are Presen
Farm Use. (County: December through May)

Farm Use Test for Bottomland, Terrace and Foothill CroplandSoils

A. Prepare Commercial Farm Use Table which determines howmany acres of productive bottomland, terrace or
foothill cropland soil is needed to earn $10,000
dollars in annual gross income, (see example attached)This Table will be reviewed and approved by DLCD prior
to its application in the Pilot Program. This Table isprepared as follows:

ADpendix C.1.

(
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For each productive cropland soil's iandform
(bottomland, terrace and foothill), the county
selects a standard indicator crop category and
determines the average yields for each from the
county's SCS' Soil Survey and Extension Service
data. The selected indicator crop category must
be the one which produces the highest income per
acre for the given landform. However, it can not
be one which does not contribute at least 5% to
the county's gross annual farm receipts. Yields
are calculated by averaging the yields in three of
the past five years exclusive of the highest and
lowest yields for each indicator.crop;

2. For each of these indicator crop categories, the
average annual earnings per acre are calculated by
averaging the prices in three of the past five
years exclusive of the highest and lowest amount
earned for each crop. This average is obtained by
dividing the total earnings divided by the acres
harvested for the crop category. Such price data
are available from the OSU Extension Service;

3. For each productive cropland soil's landform,
calculate the number of acres required to earn
S10,000 dollars in annual gross income. This
acreage value is obtained by dividing $10,000 by
the average earnings per acre obtained in Step
EII(A)(2) above.

NOTE: The amount of $10,000 dollars is used because the
U.S. Census of Agriculture uses this amount as the
common division between residential/hobby farms vs.
commercial farms.

B. For tracts with a mix of both productive and less
productive cropland soils, use the Commercial Farm Use
Table to determine if the tract includes enough acres
of productive cropland soil for commercial farm use as
follows:

1. Identify all areas of productive cropland soil
acres or larger within each tract;

NOTE: Areas of productive soils may include intrusions,
islands or minor intervening breaks of less
productive soils. Areas of productive soils are
treated separately where the intervening break of
less productive soil makes it impractical to manage
the productive soils as a single field unit using
accepted farming practices;

2. Add the total acreage of all identified productive
cropland soil areas within each tract; and
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3. Using the Commercial Farm Use Table, determine if
the subject tract has enough acres of productive
cropland soil to earn $10,000 dollars in annual
gross income.

C. For those trrt which do not have enough acres of
productive Cröpland soil to earn $10,000 dollars,
separately color code the tract and include with the
less productive soils and go to Step IV.

NOTE: Tracts with foothill soils must also be tested underthe Steps to identify secondary forest lands.

D. For those tracts with enough acres of productive
bottomland, terrace arid foothill cropland snils earn,$10,000 dollars, go to Step V. However, .a 9 or
larger area of less productive cropland soils withinsuch a tract may be separately color coded and included
with lands tested under Step IV.

IV. Determine if a Large Enough Area of Less Productive Soil is
Present For a Potential Secondary Cropland Designation ( No
Conflicts On Neighboring Commercial Resource Uses)

This step cannot be done until Steps II, III, and V are
completed. Tfie mapping and color cothng required by this
step includes all the tracts identifieby Steps II(D)
fll(C), and V(D). It also includes the parts of tracts
20 acres or more of less productive cropJand soUs
ident..ified by Step 111(D).

A. Identify and separately color code contiguous areas of
tracts with less productive soils which are:

1. 320 acres or larger;

2. 160 to 319 acres; or

3. Less than 160 acres;

NOTE: For each of these size categories, separately map and
distinguish between those areas which stand alone,
include adjacent exception areas or include adjacent
exception and urban growth boundary areas.

s. For all those areas greater than 320 acres, go to
Step VI;

c. For those areas less than 160 acres, rgo to Step VI
retain their EFU or Forest zones or a 1 the 0 tional
enera Factors or t e I enti icatlOn o econ a

ource Lands;

D. For those areas between 160 and 319 acres, separately
track them through both Steps V. and VI.

ADpendix C.1.
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V. Determine if a Large Enough Area of Productive Soils is
Present for Commercial Resource Production (County:
December through May)

Farm Use Test for Bottoniland, Terrace and Foothill Cropland
Soils

A. For those tracts with enough productive soils to earn
$l0O0O in annual gross income (Step 111(D)), identify
all productive cropland soil areas within the
contiguous tracts and determine the acreage of each
area. Contiguous areas of productive soils shall be
identified irrespective of individual tract boundaries.

B. Determine if each productive soil area is large enough
for commercial cropland production. A large enough
area is one which is at least four (4) times the
appropriate acreage set forth in the Commercial Farm
Use Table used in Step Ill above. This will identify
an area of productive cropland soils which can produce
commercial amounts of farm products, $40,000 dollars.

NOTE: The amount of $40,000 dollars is used because it is
commonly used by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
as the division between those farms which make a
significant contribution to the commercial farm
economy and those which do not.

Areas of productive soils may include intrusions,
islands or minor intervening breaks of less
productive soils. Areas of productive soils are
treated separately where the intervening break of
less productive soil makes it impractical to manage
the productive soils as a single field unit using
accepted farming practices.

C. For those areas larger than the sizes determined in
(B) above, retain in their EFU or Forest zones or apply
the Optional General Factors for the Identification of
Secondary Resource Lands;

D. For those areas smaller than those determined in
(B) above, include separately with less productive
cropland tracts and soils and go to Step IV.

VI. Determine if an Area of Potential Secondary Resource Land
[s Buildable and Serviceable (County: November through
May)

A. Identify known geologic hazards, flood plains, Steep
slopes, wildfire areas arid other unstable building
conditions;

B. Identify inventoried Goal S resources;

C. Identify existing publi/facilities and services,
including septic capabflity, water av&ij,biliY, areas
with struct'irl fire protectiori,.-sewex water or
electric service, road access, and schools, etc.;
/
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0. SeprtP'iv map the information identified in substeps(A) to iC) for each potential secondary cropland landa rea;

E. Determine the facilities nd services needed for asecondary resource lands area and the ability of thecounty governing body or existing service districts toprovide these services;

F. Dtermine whether the potential secondary cropland landareas are buildable and serviceable and may be
classified as Secondary Resource Land as follows:

1. If the
hazards4, resources, facilities or other

constraints identified in substeps (A) to (C) canbe mitigated in orderto allow all or part of anarea to be classified, explain the specific
mitigation measures that would be applied and howthey will provide for, mitigate or eliminate the
constraint. Go to Step VIII.

2. If the hazards, resources, facilities or other
constraints identified cannot be provided for,
mitigated, or eliminated for all or part of an
area, retain the existing EFtJ or Forest zoning
under Step VIII or apply the Optional General
Factors.

VII. Potential Secondary Forest Lands and Retained EFU Zonir,g

A. Clearly mark art a countywide map the lands the
potential Secondary croplands and those which willretain their existing EFU zoning;

B. Also prepare separate maps for each area tested;

C. Make sure all separately color coded areas can be
identified so that it can be determined how and why
every area of secondary cropland qualified for such
classification:

VIII.LCDC Review June through September)

A. DLCD and public review of the county proposed secondarycroplarid;

B. DLCD analysis of county proposals and recommendation toLCDC;

C. LCDC review

RE:sp
<legal>
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APPROVED

IDENTIFICATION PROCESS AND CRITERIA

FOR

SECONDARY FOREST LANDS
(November 3, 1989)

(Step III Revised December 7, 1989)

Definition of Secondary Resource Lands

Secondèry resource lands are agricultural and forest landswith either:

(1) Less productive soils with limited capabilities forcrop, forest or range production; or

(2) A pattern of parcelization and development which. makesthose lands contribute less to Oregon's agriáulturaland forest economy than commercial agricultural andforest operations.

The designation of secondary resource lands shall have nosignificant adverse impact on surrounding farm or forestoperations.

Identification Steps
I. Determination of Productive vs. Less Productive Soils(DLCD/LCDC: September through December)

A. SCS/DOF/OSU soil specialists prepare draft soil ratingsfor each pilot county. The ratings separate soils intoproductive and less productive soil resource categories(cropland, forest and range) and determine theirappropriate landform classification (bottomland,terrace, foothill or mountain); (see criteria attached)
B. County and public review of draft soil ratings andlandform designations;

C. DLCD prepares recommendation on soil ratings andlandforms for Commission approval;

D. LCDC approval of soil ratings and landform designationsfor each pilot county at December 7, 1989 meeting.
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NOTE: Where significant disagreement occurs over a specificsoil rating or landform duplicate testing may beconducted.

II. Preparation of Base Data for Test Areas
(County: October through December)

A. Identify areas of land composed splely of productive orless productive foothill, mountain and designated
terrace forest soils and with a mix of both such forestsoils. (Some terrace soils used extensively forcommercial forestry will be identified as part ofStep I);

B. For areas with a mix of productive and less productiveforest soils and those areas composed solely productiveforest soils, identify tracts of land (tax lots incontiguous ownership) for the application of Step III.
NOTE: For the purposes of the pilot program, tax lots incontiguous ownership will be referred to as "tracts"to avoid using the terms "lots" or "parcels" whichhave different meanings.

"Contiguous" tracts do not include ownerships whichonly touch at a point. Tracts are also considered"contiguous" if crossed by a road (includingright-of-way) or waterway which is 100 feet or lessin width.

"Ownership" means that on July 1, 1989, greater thanpossessory interests are held in those contiguous taxlots, parcels or lots by the same person, spouses ora single partnership or business entity, separatelyor in tenancy in common. (ORS 215.213(7) (a) (B)
C. For areas with solely productive forest soils or a mixof such soils, go to Step III;

D. For areas composed solely of less productive forestsoils, go to Step.IV;

C-
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III. Conflicts Detrimental to Commercial Forest Use (County:December through May) (Revised December 7, 1989)
A. For tracts composed predominately of soils which arecapable of 0 to 49 cf/ac/yr in western Oregon oro to 19 cf/ac/yr in eastern Oregon, or those portionsof a tract greater than 80 acres with such soil

characteristics, go to Step IV.;

B. Fcr tracts composed predominately of soils which arecapable of 50 to 84 cf/ac/yr in western Oregon,identify those tracts where:
/.A. -r2cr <zoAcS> çF 50,CriO t0

1. There are, within a 160 acre square centered onthe subject tract, all or part of at least 8tracts including the subject tract; and
2. If the subject tract is greater than 20 or 30acres, at least 66% of the contiguous tracts lessthan 20 or 30 acres are occupied with a dwelling.For these tracts go to Step IV.;

C. For tracts composed predominately of soils which arecapable of 85 or more cf/ac/yr in western Oregon,identify those tracts where:
/ A. '5 i24T < /0 A 25 ? ..r so, L-

1. There are, within a 160 acre square centered onthe subject tract, all or part of at least 16tracts including the subject tract; and
2. If the subject tract is greater than 10 or 15acres, at least 66% of the contiguous tracts lessthan 10 or 15 acres include a dwelling. For thesetracts go to Step IV.

NOTE: In eastern Oregon, soils with a productivity of 20 to49 cf/ac/yr will use a 4 tract/160 acre square testand will have a 40 acre tract size for dwellingstested and for soils with 50 or more
cf/ac/yr1 an 8tract/160 acre square test and a 20 acre tract sizefor dwellings will be tested.

The center point for the 160 acre square will be thegeometric center of the subject tract.

The different tract size for dwellings criteria testedunder .this step will be separately color coded so thatthe amount of land which qualifies under each size canbe readily determined.

D. For those tracts which do not meet (B) or (C) above (Noconflicts), go to Step V.
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SECONDARY FOREST LAND STEPS IV and V

IV. Determine if a Large Enough Area of Less Productive Soils is
Present For a Potential Secondary Forest Land Designation
(No Conflicts On Neighboring Commercial Resource Uses)

This step cannot be done until Steps II, III, and V are
completed. The mapping and color coding required by this
step includes all the tracts identified by Steps II(D),
111(A), (B) and (C), and V(C). It also includes the
portions of tracts greater than 80 acres with. less
productive soils identified by Step 111(A).

A. Identify and separately color code contiguous areas of
tracts with less productive soils which are:

1. 320 acres or larger;

2. 160 to 319 acres; or

3. Less than 160 acres;

NOTE: For each of these size categories, separately map and
distinguish between those areas which stand alone,
include adjacent exception areas or include adjacent
exception and urban growth boundary areas.

B. For all those areas greater than 320 acres, go to
Step VI;

C. For those areas less than 160 acres, [go to Step VI
retain their EFU or Forest zones or apply the Optional
General Factors for the identification of Secondary
Forest lands;

D. For those areas between 160 and 319 acres; separately
track them through both Steps V and VI.

V. Determine if a Large Enough Area of Productive Soils is
Present for Commercial Resource Production (No Conflicts
From Neighboring Secondary or Rural Residential Areas)

Forest Use Test for Foothill and Mountain Soils

A. Identify and separately color code contiguous areas of
tracts with productive soils which are:

1. 320 acres or larger,

2. 160 to319 acres, or

3. Less than 160 acres;
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NOTE: For each of these size categories, separately map
and distinguish between those areas which stand
alone, include adjacent exception areas or include
adjacent exception and urban growth boundary
areas.

B. For all those areas greater than 320 acres, retain in
their EFU or Forest zones under Step VII or apply the
Optional General Factors to Identify Secondary Resource
Lands;

C. For those areas less than 160 acres, [goj add to
Step IV [VI];

D. For those areas between 160 and 319 acres; retain in
their EFU or Forest zones under Step VII and also
separately track them through Step VI. These areas are
also eligible for the application of the Optional
General Factors.

JH:RE/sp
<legal>
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vi. Determine if an Area of Potential Secondary Resource Land
Is Builable and Serviceable (County: November through
May)

A. Identify known geologic hazards, flood plains, steep
slopes, wildfire areas and other unstable building
conditions;

B. Identify inventoried Goal 5 resources;

C. Identify existing public facilities and services,
including septic capability, water availability, areas
with structural fire protection, sewer, water or
electric service, road access, and schools, etc.;

D. Separately map the information identified in substeps
(A) to (C) for each potential secondary forest land
area;

E. Determine the facilities and services needed for a
secondary resource lands area and the ability of the
county governing body or existing service districts to
provide these services;

F. Determine whether the potential secondary forest land
areas are buildable and serviceable and may be
classified as Secondary Resource Land as follows:

1. If the hazards, resources, facilities or other
constraints identified in substeps (A) to (C) can
be mitigated in order to allow all or part of an
area to be considered, explain the specific
mitigation measures that would be applied and
they will provide for, mitigate or eliminate the
constraint. Go to Step VII.

2. If the hazards, resources, facilities or other
constraints identified cannot be provided for,
mitigated, or eliminated for all or part of an
area, retain the existing EFU or Forest zoning
under Step VII or apply the Optional General
Factors.
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VII. Potential Secondary Forest Lands and Retained Forest Zoning
(

A. Clearly mark on a countywide map the potential
Secondary Forest Lands and those which will retaintheir existing forest zoning;

B. Also prepare separate maps for each area tested;

C. Make sure all separately color coded areas can be
identified so that it can be determined how and whyevery area of potential secondary forest land qualifiedfor such classification:

VIII.LCDC Review (June through September)

A. DLCD and public review of the county identified
potential secondary forest lands;

B. DLCD analysis of county proposals and recommendation toLCDC;

C. LCDC review

RE:sp
<legal>
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PILOT PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION STEPS

FOR

SECONDARY. GRAZING LANDS
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IDENTIFICATLO PROCESS AND CRITERLA

rj

SECONDARY GRAZING LANDS
(November 3, 1989)

Definition of Secondary Resource Lands

Secondary resource lands are agricultural and forest landswith either:

(1) Less productive soils with limited capabilities forcrop, forest or range production; or

(2) A pattern of parcelization and development which makesthose lands contribute less to Oregon's agriculturaland forest economy than commercial agricultural andforest operations.

The designation of secondary resource lands shall have nosignificant adverse impact on surrounding farm or forestoperations.

Identification Steps

I. Determination of Productive vs. Less Productive Soils
(DLCO/LCDC: September through December)

A. SCS/DOF/OSLJ soil specialists prepare draft soil ratingsfor each pilot county. The ratings separate soils intoproductive and less productive soil resource categories(cropland, forest and range) and determine their
appropriate landform classification (bottomland.
terrace, foothill or mountain); (see criteria attached)

B. County and public review of draft soil ratings and
landform designation;

C. DLCD prepares recommendation on soil ratings and
landforms for Commission approval;

D. LCDC approval of soil ratings and landform designationfor each pilot county at December 7, 1989 meeting.

NOTE: Where significant disagreement occurs over a specificsoil rating or landform duplicate testing may be
conducted.
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11. Preparation of Base Data for Test Areas
((Cointy: October through December)

A. Identify and map areas of land composed solely of
productive or less productive grazing soils;

NOTE:Soils which are rated productive for cropland or forest
use are excluded front this part of the test.

B. FoIr soil areas riot suitable for grazing, go to
Step III.

C. For soil areas suitable for grazing, go to Step IV;

Lit. Determine if a Large Enough Area of Less Productive Soils isPresent For a Potential Secondary Grazing Land Designation(No Conflicts On Neighboring Comnercial Resource Uses)(County: December Through May)

A. Identify and separately color code contiguous areas of
less productive soils which are:

1. 320 acres or larger;

2. 160 to 319 acres; or

3. Less than 160 acres; (
NOTE: For each of these size categories, separately map and

distinguish between those areas which stand alone,
include adjacent exception areas or include adjacent
exception and urban growth boundary areas.

B. For all those areas greater than 320 acres, go to StepV;

C. For those areas less than 160 acres, go to Step IV;

D. For those areas between 160 and 319 acres; separately
track them through both Steps IV. and V.
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IV. Determine if a La Enough Area of Productive Soils is
Present for Commercial Resource Production (County:

berthroughN1ay)

A. Identify and separately color code contiguous areas of
productive gra'ing soils which are:

1. 320 acres or larger;

2L 160 to 319 acres; or

3. Less than 160 acres;

NOTE: For each of these size categories, separately map and
distinguish between those areas which stand alone,
include adjacent exception areas or include adjacent
exception arid urban growth boundary areas.

B. For all those areas greater than 320 acres, retain intheir EFU or Forest zones under Step VI or apply the
Optional General Factors to Identify Secondary ResourceLands;

C. For those areas less than 160 acres, go to Step V;

D. For those areas between 160 and 319 acres; retain intheir EFEJ or Forest zones under Step VI and also
separately track them through Step V. These areas arealso eligible for the application of the OptionalGeneral Factors.

V. Determine if an Area of Potential Secondary Resource LandsIs Buildable and Serviceable (County: November throughNay)

A. Identify known geologic hazards, flood plains, steepslopes, wildfire areas and other unstable buildingconditions;

B. Identify inventoried Goal 5 resources;

C. Identify existing public facilities and services,
including septic capability, water availability, areas
with structural fire protection, sewer, water or
electric service, road access, and schools, etc.;

0. Separately map the information identified in substeps(A) to (C) for each potential secondary grazing landarea;

E. Determine the facilities and services needed for a
secondary resource lands area and the ability of the
county governing body or existing service districts to
provide these services;
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F. Determine whether the potential secondary grazing landareas are buildable and serviceable and may be
conidred as Secondary Grazing Land as fol1ows

1. If the hazards, resources, facilities or other
constraints identified in substeps (A) to (C) can
be mitigated in order to allow all or part of. anarea to be classified, explain the specific
mitigation measures that would be applied and howthey will provide for, mitigate or eliminate the
constraint. Go to Step VT.

2. If the hazards, resources, facilities or other
constraints identified cannot be provided for,
mitigated, or eliminated for all or part of an
area, retain the existing EFU or Forest zoning
under Step vi.

Vt. Potential Secondary Grazing Lands and Retained EFTJ/ForestZoning

A. Clearly mark on a countywide map the potential
Secondary Grazing Lands and those which will retaintheir existing EFU/Forest zoning;

B. Also prepare separate maps for each area tested;

C. Make sure all separately color coded areas can be
identified so that it can be determined how and why
every area of secondary resource land qualified for
such classification:

VII. LCDC Review (June through September)

A. DLCD and public review of the county proposed secondarygrazing lands;

B. DLCD analysis of county proposals and recommendation toLCDC;

C. LCDC review

RE:sp
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APPENDIX D

1988 PRIMARY/SECONDARY LANDS MODEL



Date: June 1, 1988

Wil1aette Valley
Secondary Iands Draft Model

Department of Geography
Oregon State University

754-3141
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NOTE: Italic print indicates changes/additions to the model.

A. ICDC wifl. review county proposals for secondary lands designation in
accordance with the following standards based on soils quality,
parcelization, and potential non-compatibility with existing uses. This
review may consist of a review of all ownership tracts or a random sample of
tracts within the proposed secondary zone. An ownership tract is defined as
contiguous ownership tax lots, with the seine name on assessor records.

Ownership tracts may be potentially eligible for secondary resource use if
such ownership tracts are: a) less than x miles from a UGB on a paved public
use road; x miles on an unpaved public use road, and b) accessed by existing
public use roads adequate to serve the secondary development and within x
feet of the public use road.

NOTE': The county will designate distances for each of the above criteria
indicated by an "I".

One of the following tests is met:

Size 'rest

1.. That are smaller than 20 acres in size.

NOTE: Ve will track these tracts in the testing to determine which tracts
come up secondary on the basis of this criterion alone.

OR

Soil Qality Test

2. That consist entirely of medium or low soils.

OR

3. For tracts ) 20 acres. that consist of contiguous high soils less than 20
acres and all high soils make up less than 50* of the tract's soils.

OR

Density and Parcelization Test

4. That are in an area with a parcelization and development pattern
(including exception areas, but not the area inside a tJCB) in accordance
with the following criteria:

> 60% of the area consists of tracts of ( 20 acres AND > 10 D.U. in the area

NOTE: Area = 1/2 mile for forestland and 1/4 mile for cropland, pasture,
rangeland, and mixed farm/forest uses.
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B. Block Test (may cross jurisdictions)

The tracts which qualify for secondary lands designation must compose a
contiguous block of 640 acres or more (also will test 320-acre block).
Blocks of less than 640 acres may be justified under D. Special Cases. If a
proposed block contains no high soils, then an acknowledged_exception area
maYIi included in the calculation of bloc size.

Primary blocks of less than 160 acres of farmland or 500 acres of forestland/
mi.xed farm-forest land may be designated secondary under D. Special Cases.

Alternative Block Test

As an alternative to the 640-acre block size, counties may use a 160-acre
block size if all secondary lands under the 640-acre block test are less than
5* of all privately owned forest and agricultural lands. If the alternative
block test lands total more than 5*, then the following priorities for
designations will be used to limit the total secondary designations to 5* of
all private farm and forest lands.

1. ) 480-acre block
2. . 320-acre block
3. ) 240-acre block
4. . 160-acre block

In addition to the standards in &'. Primary/Secondary Buffer Provisions, a
dwelling unit may not be located closer than 500' to a primary use tract.

C. Past Commercial Use Test

For Agriculture:

Those tracts which are potentially secondary because of criterion one and
that have ( 50* high soils may he designated secondary without a past use
test. Those tracts which are potentially secondary because of criterion 1
that have ) 50* high soils and for tracts which are potentially secondary
because of criteria 2, 3, or 4 are subject to the following past use test:
Any such tract with a history of use between 1980 and 1988 as part of a
ranch, farm, or forestry operation that is capable of grossing more than
$40,000 per year shall be designated primary. A local review team consisting
of Extension Service, SCS, ASCS, S&WD, and 2-6 farmers, ranchers. or
foresters, will review proposed secondary resource blocks and identify tracts
which, because of past use, shall be retained in a primary designation. The
team shall base their assessment on aerial photography, personal knowledge,
soils yield data, commodity price data, census data, or other reports and
data sources.

For Forestry:

Applies only to tracts designated potentially secondary because of soils orsize.

Tracts shall be designated primary that are:
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1. a) 80 acres or more or k) ( 80 acres without a D.U.

NOTE: Ve will test criterion b).

AND

2. part of a forestry block of 500 acres or more

AND

3. currently stocked to qualify for forest tax deferral.

D. Special Cases (Supercedes all other tests)

For any block of secondary land which does not meet the block test criteria
the county may submit documentation and findings to IJCDC to support its
designation for secondary lands. The findings will show why, based on soils
quality, parcelization, conflict, and/or buffering of an exception area from
a primary area, the block should be designated secondary. Potential
conflicts with adjacent primary lands must be fully addressed.

For certain tracts that do not meet the secondary criteria, the county may
submit findings to IJCDC to support a secondary designation. Such tracts may
include, but are not limited to, the following circumstances:

1. the tract(s) form(s) an island (of < 160 acres of farmland or ( 500 acres
of forest/mixed land) in .a secondary block, or an exception area

OR

2. the tract(s) is/are a peninsula (< 160 acres of agriculture or ( 500
acres of forest/mixed land) bordered on 3 sides or 75% of its boundary by
secondary lands or exception areas.

3. Certain tracts, because of existing services, access, terrain, or other
factors, are part of a larger area designated secondary.

E. Primary/Secondary Buffer Provision

The purpose of the buffer provision is to prevent a "creeping" effect of
secondary characteristics on primary tracts. The boundary between Primary
and Secondary L1ands shall be designated and documented so that the resulting
density of the proposed secondary block, when fully developed, will not
exceed 10 D.U. on tracts within 1/4 mile of a tract within the primary zone,
and not more than 50% of the perimeter of a tract within a primary zone will
be bordered by a tract(s) smaller than 20 acres with a dwelling unit on it or
which will be eligible under zoning regulations for a dwelling unit. A
buffer zone may be established, if necessary, to achieve this standard. The
county may utilize a variety of techniques, including density transfer, lot
size, or purchase of development rights, to achieve buffer standards. A
roadway, canal, river, ridge or other man-made or natural feature with a
width of WO' or greater may substitute for the buffer standard. The county
will explain its reasoning in establishing an adequate buffer.
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Definitions

Access - The tract may be reached from a public use road across secondary lands
or across no more than 100' of primary lands. The number of miles from a UGB ona pared public use road arid on an unpaved public use road is left to the countyto establish. The maximum distance from a public use road which will limit
secondary designation is also left to the county. If the tract or part of the
tract is separated from a public use road by more than 100' of primary lands, aspecial case must be documented for a secondary designation.

Area Parceljzatjon Boundary - Extend lines 114 mile (or 1/2 mile torestland) fromtract corners and parallel to sides to form the area for parcelization tests.

Buffer - Where a 100' roadway, waterway, or utility right of way exists, the 100'
buffer will separate two areas of secondary or primary lands so that the buffer
is not crossed in calculating block size. The 100' buffer may also be used tosatisfy buffer standards.

Tracts - Contiguous ownership tax lots with the same name on assessor records.
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